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Integration between a sales support system and a simulation tool

Ola Wahlström

InstantPlanner is a sales support system for the material handling industry, visualizing and calculating
designs faster and more correctly than other tools on the market. AutoMod is a world leading simulation
tool used in the material handling industry to optimize and calculate appropriate configuration designs.
Both applications are favorable in their own area provide a great platform for integration with the
properties of fast designing, correct product calculations, great simulation capabilities and the
visualization of moving systems. The purpose of the thesis is to find a method for the integration
between these two applications and implement the chosen method as a plug-in to InstantPlanner.

Integration between applications can be done with numerous different methods. This thesis defines
possible paths of integration, bringing forth API, parsing and third party applications as possible
solutions. The benefits and disadvantages are discussed leading to a design proposal, containing an own
compiler, which then is implemented for testing.

The thesis concludes that the integration of the applications is possible and successful with the chosen
method. The implementation making time saving features available with possible cost reducing effects
as results. A recommendation is placed to follow up and further develop the possible paths of
integration, through market analysis and communications between Configura Sverige AB and Brooks
Automation, Inc.

Integration, Simulation, Application, Plug-in, InstantPlanner, Configura, Brooks, AutoMod
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Abstract 
InstantPlanner is a sales support system for the material handling industry, visualizing 
and calculating designs faster and more correctly than other tools on the market. 
AutoMod is a world leading simulation tool used in the material handling industry to 
optimize and calculate appropriate configuration designs. Both applications are favorable 
in their own area provide a great platform for integration with the properties of fast 
designing, correct product calculations, great simulation capabilities and the visualization 
of moving systems. The purpose of the thesis is to find a method for the integration 
between these two applications and implement the chosen method as a plug- in to 
InstantPlanner. 
 
Integration between applications can be done with numerous different methods. This 
thesis defines possible paths of integration, bringing forth API, parsing and third party 
applications as possible solutions. The benefits and disadvantages are discussed leading 
to a design proposal, containing an own compiler, which then is implemented for testing. 
 
The thesis concludes that the integration of the applications is possible and successful 
with the chosen method. The implementation making time saving features available with 
possible cost reducing effects as results. A recommendation is placed to follow up and 
further develop the possible paths of integration, through market analysis and 
communications between Configura Sverige AB and Brooks Automation, Inc. 
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1 Problem background and description 
This sect ion describes the background and gives a description of the problem. 

1.1 Problem background 
The industrial interior sales industries often have the opportunity of creating 
combinations of products changing e.g. the length and color of products. This is an 
opportunity for customers to create combinations of designs that are unique to the user. 
This solution gives the industries that supply this additional feature a competitive 
advantage but it also intensives already existing problems. The sales industry for 
industrial planning has always been affected by the time consuming and error prone task 
of calculating material costs for the customers’ designs. This and others such as giving 
the customer the ability of seeing a future design of specific product configurations in 
their particular environment, was the reason for creating the tool InstantPlanner. 
InstantPlanner is the generic sales support system, helping sellers with calculations, 
drawing and viewing future designs. This support system is generic and gives the sellers 
the ability of easily typing in their own designed product lines. 
 
Simulation tools are used for the simulation of user specific configurations in different 
areas such as, industrial interior design. This is an important and money saving task, 
creating e.g. the possibility for the user of seeing if the location of interior is properly 
located. An example of this is to see whether particular machines or robots are optimally 
placed concerning material flows. Simulation tools have a number of additio nal uses that 
are closely related to material flow within industries, material and resource handling and 
planning.  

1.2 Problem description 
InstantPlanner performs a task not solved by applications before giving new features to 
sellers and customers. Configura Sverige AB now wants to explore the possibility of 
enhancing the features of IntantPlanner to comprehend simulation possibilities. 
Simulation tools (e.g. AutoMod) are used for their strong mathematical abilities but it is 
unfortunately also one of their flaws taking some of the focus off the ability of easily 
creating the accurate designs graphically. 
 
At the moment Configura Sverige AB is looking into the possibilities of reaching out to a 
new customer type, the consultants and engineers. In doing so they want to implement 
simulation opportunities for the designs drawn for the industrial interior. This fact 
presents an opportunity to create an interface between the two presenting an all in one 
solution to the seller. A tool comprehending all features mentioned above would create a 
simplified modeling tool that would help sellers both in sales and calculation but also 
giving the end buyers the best-suited configuration of products. The designs are 
graphically correct but also simulated and statistically tested so that the user ends up with 
a functioning design.  
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2 Thesis purpose and task specification 
This section describes the purpose of the thesis and a specification of the work. 

2.1 Purpose of thesis 
The purpose of the thesis is to evaluate different solutions, find the one most suitable and 
develop a prototype along with a working interface. The solution chosen, shall also serve 
as a guideline for future possible implementations in one or several software packages 
from Configura Sverige AB’s product line connecting to AutoMod 

2.2 Task specification 
The thesis consists of four stages 

• Evaluate required data types and interface method 
• Develop the chosen interface for integration  
• Export data to the simulation tool 
• Write the report.  

 
The first stage involves evaluating the two given tools, discovering what data types are 
necessary for a successful integration so that a simulation is possible. The evaluation will 
then be focused on finding an appropriate integration method that will be applicable to 
the integration. The evaluation will be deal with aspects such as compatibility between 
components, degree of freedom that can be allowed in InstantPlanner and AutoMod, the 
simplicity to implement it and the possibilities of future development. Sources that will 
be studied include books, Internet research/discussion forums and studying the related 
software, which implicitly leads to interviewing relevant people connected to them. The 
development of the chosen interface will be implemented in the programming language 
C/C++. A brief study of the programming language will be conducted during the first 
step of the evaluation. The implementation will create an interface between 
InstantPlanner and AutoMod so that the designs drawn can be simulated with relevant 
attributes in AutoMod. The fourth stage, the exportation of data between the two relevant 
programs will be decided in step one and will be implemented with the required method 
as a plug- in to InstantPlanner.  
 
The different solutions will be evaluated from the following criteria: 

• Simplicity of implementation 
• Implementation time requirements  
• Robustness and its derived limitations 
• Cost, licensing and limitations of third party packages 
• Data format 

o Input formats for AutoMod 
o Output formats of InstantPlanner  

• Necessary languages for implementation 
• User controllability including input operability for the user 
• Development possibilities  
• The wishes and requirements of Configura Sverige AB 
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3 Limitations 
This section describes the different limitations taken into regard when writing and 
implementing the work of the thesis.  

3.1 Theoretical 
As the field of software interaction, integrating two applications , is large. Only a few of 
the different methods will be evaluated due to time constraints. Concerning the report, 
several sections will be limited due to time or other considerations and no source code 
will be given. Internal influence such as common company development procedures will 
be kept company secrets and not be treated. Implementation methodology and 
development during the project will on the other hand be thoroughly covered with the 
reservation of sections removed according to company policy for future development.  
 
The thesis is of practical nature is highly dependant on the two applications that are to be 
integrated. This particular nature makes it difficult to find appropriate literature that can 
be applied to the plug- in. It should therefore be noted that the author of the thesis has had 
practical experience of a similar project1. Documents dealing with previous projects are 
confident ial and cannot be referred to. Therefore, a major part of the ideas, thoughts and 
conclusions from the thesis will not refer to any previous project or literature. 

3.2 Practical 
Implementation will be limited to one method, this method is the proposed solution to the 
task at hand. Regarding the implementation and the different ways to approach the 
problem, the practical limitations in the implementation differ greatly. The limitations 
will therefore be handled in conjunction to the chosen method. A solution may also be 
chosen with regard to the limitations it brings forward. This can turn out to be a crucial 
point as the thesis is a software solution between two companies on different continents 
and communication between the companies and the thesis writer has to be weighed in. 

                                                 
1 Software Engineering, WfM -Front-End on Basis of MDA, Danet GmbH & Technische Univeristät 
Darmstadt, Germany 2003 – 2004. 
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4 Activities and time schedule 
The following chapter describes the thesis in its parts, defining the time schedule set 
aside for them. The thesis is divided into smaller parts to make the project flow easier to 
follow and plan. 

4.1 Activity description 
The following timetables describe the thesis in steps of the necessary reports and 
development. The report stage is divided into four different documents; the first three 
interleave with each other and development stage, which then will be followed by the 
final report. The development stage is divided into three steps. The steps include finding 
different solutions to the given problem, implementing the chosen solution that will lead 
to the final testing step. The effective time is an estimation and may change depending on 
how the thesis progresses. 
 
Report stage Effective time 
Goal document: Preliminary description of thesis and list of goals 1 week 
Planning report: Extended description of thesis, limitations, literary 
references and estimated time for each stage of thesis 

1 weeks 

Halftime report: An accurate model of the complete report, but 
without evaluation and conclusion as final method not chosen 

1 weeks 

Final report and presentation: Full thesis report with conclusion, 
summary, chosen method and appendices 

2 weeks 

Table 1. Report stage 

Development stage  Effective time 
Evaluation & Analysis: Finding and analyzing different methods for 
final solution. Presenting them to Configura Sverige AB that will lead 
to solution of choice. 

3 weeks 

Implementation: Implementing the chosen solution. 10 weeks 
Testing: Testing the implemented choice to the degree of satisfaction 
of Configura Sverige AB. 

2 weeks 

Table 2. Development stage 

The time schedule in the following section pictures six stages that include the above -
described steps. These are now interleaved and are estimations on how the work will 
progress throughout the thesis. Each cell represents a week. 
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4.2 Time plan 
 
  1                                     

            2                           
                        3               

                                    4   

                                    5   
                              6         
 
 
 

Table 3. Time plan 

 
Time schedule stages: 
1. Goal document 
2. Evaluation & Analysis 
3. Planning report, halftime report 
4. Implementation 
5. Testing 
6. Final report and presentation 

0 weeks             10 weeks                  20 weeks 
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5 Company Information 
Sune Rydqvist, Johan Lyreborn and Göran Rydqvist established Configura Sverige AB in 
the year 1990. The two latter were graduates with a Master of Engineering degree in 
Computer Technology from Linköping Institute of Technology. Sune Rydqvist on the 
other hand had been dealing with calculation problems within interior fittings and 
construction Technology his whole career. They mutually agreed on developing and 
marketing a new software application based on the idea of a perfect planning tool for 
component based products.  
 
Their idea was based on easing up the complicated and time-consuming tasks within 
industries such as office furniture, kitchens, material handling and construction, namely 
the calculation of material required. The problem described was found within industries 
that have products that are continuously combined in new ways, which later have to be 
calculated. These calculations could not be done automatically with the other solutions 
developed in CAD2, only leading to a high degree of inefficiency. It also meant that with 
new combinations of products it would automatically lead to the new designs being 
drawn with new calculations as a result. The effect of this problem gave Configura 
Sverige AB a chance of developing a product that was unique on the market.  
 
Configura Sverige AB has customers in the United States of America, Germany, France, 
United Kingdom, Austria, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Sweden and users world wide. 
Their headquarters are located in Linköping, but they also have locations in Gothenburg 
and Michigan, United States of America. 

                                                 
2 Computer Aided Design 
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6 The applications 
This chapter describes InstantPlanner and AutoMod too help the thesis writer with the 
decision making process of choosing an implementation method. 

6.1 InstantPlanner 
InstantPlanner is a sales support system; this section describes the application and what 
properties of interest that will be taken into account. 

6.1.1 Objects of interest 
When designing industry planning systems in InstantPlanner a user can do it with ease 
and speed. The issue of transferring the appropriate properties to AutoMod is firstly to 
examine what possible data is withdrawable from the application. The main objects of 
interest to transfer from InstantPlanner are the pallets; pallet racks and conveyors but 
there are additional others objects such as people, machines and forklifts. Additional 
objects that are not already implemented in InstantPlanner are also of interest and are 
covered in section 6.1.2. 

 

 

Figure 1. InstantPlanner screen dump, showing pallet racks and a conveyor  
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6.1.2 Adjustments 
InstantPlanner is the origin of all functionality and is extended to handle all what is 
required for the exportation of the XML3, see section 7.5. It includes adjustments of 
present solutions of objects but also extended properties and functionalities that are 
described in section 9.  
6.1.3 Object properties 
Things of interest to export from InstantPlanner except for the graphical objects 
themselves are their properties. These properties are often easy to withdraw from 
InstantPlanner, since all objects called “snappers” are similar to C++ classes. An 
example of a snapper is a pallet rack that is built up with information about size, textures, 
positions and additional properties e.g., about what weights it is able to hold. “Snappers” 
include their 2D, 3D graphics as well as their environmental behaviors. These “snapper” 
properties often have functions that can be used to collect the appropriate data, if 
otherwise they are built for the plug- ins purpose.  

6.1.4 Exporting possibilities 
The properties of the objects cannot be exported in the current version of InstantPlanner; 
it will therefore be necessary to add this functionality for the plug- in to work properly, 
see section 9. 
6.1.5 Graphics 

6.1.5.1 Format 
The graphics can be exported from InstantPlanner in various formats: 

• FactoryCAD, ASCII4 .dxf 
• FactoryCAD, binary .dwg 
• AutoDesk 3D .3ds 
• VRML5 .wrl 

A note should be made about the VRML export which is done from InstantPlanner using 
a third party library called “Lightworks”. The export is in version 1.0 and is unfortunately 
not usable in the plug- in due to size of the exported file. The reason is that when 
InstantPlanner uses the third party package it takes the model and converts it into facets. 
Each facet is then described with information about position, size, shape and texture. This 
procedure gives the exported file an amount of redundant information increasing the size 
to proportions that make the plug- in use to much memory and decreases speed. 
Communications 6 with “Lightworks” regarding this, and the possibility in changing the 
way it exports the graphics have not led to any changes. The reason for this is that they 
are currently occupied with new releases of their own software package. 

                                                 
3 Extensible Markup Language 
4 American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
5 Virtual Reality Modeling Language 
6 See appendix, “communications with Lightworks” 
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6.1.5.2 Coordinate system 
The coordinate system in InstantPlanner is a 3D Cartesian coordinate system, where the 
axes have the following directions. 

 

The scale of the coordinate system is decided in the properties of the specific model, and 
is chosen from different variants of the metric system and colloquial-untis.  
InstantPlanner places its origin randomly on design. When graphics are exported with 
the built in functions they may or may not use the same origin for the exportation. This 
means that that this issue will have to be taken into account to get a concordant design in 
AutoMod.  

6.2 AutoMod 
AutoMod is a product of Brooks Automation, Inc and is described here with the main 
features that have to be taken into account when creating the plug- in. 

6.2.1 Transmittable information between applications 
AutoMod is a simulation tool while InstantPlanner is a sell support application. The 
difference is that in InstantPlanner a seller draws the design seeing only what is obvious 
to the eye and represents it with appropriate graphics.  AutoMod on the other hand only 
has the graphics in its model to help the person simulating their models. Therefore the 
overall graphics will be transmitted into AutoMod, but withdrawing the properties that are 
possible to identify from the InstantPlanner model. Since the plug- in is made for industry 
planning, the main features that will be useful to transmit, except for the graphics, are 
things that move, produce or handle objects namely see Table 4. 

Figure 2. A 2D view seen from above and 3D view seen from front 
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InstantPlanner Into AutoMod 

Conveyors  Conveyors systems 
Conveyor accessories  Conveyors systems 

Path movers  Path mover systems 
Path mover accessories  Path mover systems 

Pallet racks, shelves  Process systems 
Robots, motor or humans  Process systems 

Pallets  Process systems 
Graphics  Static systems 

Table 4. InstantPlanner into AutoMod 

6.2.2 Adjustments 
The adjustments made in AutoMod are the how and why the things transferred into 
AutoMod have the properties they are given. These properties mainly include the naming 
of model components from InstantPlanner. Especially with regards to what should be 
obvious and easy to work with from a simulator’s point of view7. The properties given 
can however also include how the general interpretations of the InstantPlanner model 
were done. The interpretations of interactions within the model can be of the sort e.g. a 
pallet rack includes pallets; these specific pallets are then made available within the 
AutoMod model as loads. 

6.2.3 File systems 
The compatible input file system includes the following three different file formats: 

• Export 
• Save 
• Build 

The export and save file formats exist for the purpose of saving the models designed in 
AutoMod. The export format is an archived, ASCII text representation of a model while 
the save format is a version specific binary version. The export version is used for model 
exportation between versions of AutoMod and third party software. The saved format is 
used as the present working model in AutoMod. The build model is an executable version 
of a model and is represented by a “dot exe” file. 

6.2.3.1 Export file format 
This file format is the best solution for an import of data to AutoMod of the following 
reasons. The format is in ASCII, which makes the constructio n of the files easier and 
human readable. The export format of AutoMod, having no documentation of its 
structure, requires backward engineering style learning. The size of the export format is 
also favorable when comparing sizes to the other formats. The final reason is that it has 
upward compatibility to newer versions of AutoMod. This implies that the translation 
does not need to be changed with upcoming versions of AutoMod.  

                                                 
7 See appendix, Naming example of checkpoints  
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The export file format in AutoMod consists of three different types of files: 

• .dat 
AutoMod creates these files when opening the model, therefore not necessarily created by 
the plug- in, which are created for error handling of the model. 

• model.amo 
This file is the main file, specifying what system the model contains and additional 
properties concerning the model. 

• .asy 
The .asy files define a system; a system can be static, conveyor, path mover or a sub 
model to the main model. A note regarding the file system is that each system requires its 
own .asy file. 

6.2.4  Graphics 

6.2.4.1 Format 
The graphics is the part of the simulation model created for visualization and help when 
designing a model. Consequently this makes it very important for the designer to obtain 
the graphics when creating a model that represents reality.  AutoMod can import 3D 
graphics in several different formats but with the restriction that when saved they are first 
converted into the Virtual Reality Modeling language or the Silicon Graphics Open 
inventor format. A third party library that AutoMod has implemented in their application 
does the conversion. This implies a restriction making it impossible to create models 
from InstantPlanner containing graphic formats other than the above mentioned, unless 
the conversion functionality from AutoMod is exported to third parties. 

6.2.4.2 Coordinate system 
The coordinate system in AutoMod is a 3D Cartesian coordinate system. The axes have 
the following directions. 

The scale of the coordinate system is decided in the properties of the specific model, and 
is chosen from different variants of the metric system and colloquial-untis. When 
transferring positions and sizes it is necessary to adjust for this. 

Figure 3. 2D view seen from above and a 3D view seen from front 

+X 

+Y 

+Z 

Y 

X 
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7 Solution criteria 
The solution that is chosen from the evaluated methods, have certain criteria to fulfill. 
These criteria include e.g. techniques that will govern the solution in certain directions. 
There are a number of conditions that derive from decisions coming from Configura 
Sverige AB or from an economic point of view regarding the project budget. These 
conditions and directions are brought up in this section 

7.1 Desired implementation strategy 
Configura Sverige AB has expressed the desire that the solution should  be formed as a 
dll8. A dll can be created in two ways and relies heavily on the chosen method of 
solution. The two differ only from how the library is linked to InstantPlanner, statically 
or dynamically. 

7.1.1 Statically loaded dll 
Statically means that it is loaded at the same time as InstantPlanner is started. Static also 
means that everything that is to be implemented will have to be done in the core of 
InstantPlanner. This is something that Configura Sverige AB would like to avoid, since 
an update of the plug- in would mean a complete update of the InstantPlanner. Statically 
loaded dll’s have the property of are loaded even if they are not used, are a part of the 
software itself. This is something that Configura Sverige AB would like to avoid, because 
it uses more memory. Another wish of Configura Sverige AB is that it should be possible 
to sell the plug- in as an addition to the software itself, which is more difficult to achieve 
with a statically loaded dll. 

7.1.2 Dynamically loaded dll 
A dynamic dll gives the opportunity of only loading the external library when it is used 
and therefore using less memory. It also presents the possibility of changing the plug- in 
without ever having to change the main application. A dynamically loaded dll requires a 
dll wrapper. Wrapper means that the functionality itself is wrapped with a shell that only 
presents the functions that can be called upon externally. The application loading the 
wrapper statically does not, however, load the rest, only creating the demand for a load 
when the externally presented functions are called. A negative point to the dynamically 
loaded dll is that all the functions, that are to be callable from the application, have to be 
exported to the wrapper. The exportation can be a time demanding task depending on the 
amount of exported functionality wanted. 

7.2 Third party software 
Third party software is an important issue that needs to be covered in accordance with 
Configura Sverige AB’s policies. The need for third party packages may become essential 
so that a plug- in fulfils its requirements. The requirements of these imported packages are 

                                                 
8 Dynamically linked library 
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low cost, a favorable licensing type and no implicit dependencies of third parties other 
than what is included in the base Microsoft Windows platform. Other areas of thought 
should be applied to development possibilities, restrictions and time. Configura Sverige 
AB have pointed out that third party packages are acceptable only if there is an inevitable 
need. 

7.3 Demo version 
A desire from the side of Configura Sverige AB has been that a demo version of the 
finished implementation should be available in January 2005 for an upcoming exhibition. 
The making of a demo version will include only the basic functionality of the final 
release. The final date for a finished demo version is the 7th January. Examples of 
finished designs should be included in the release plus additionally all the information 
necessary to demonstrate the functionalities of the demo.  

7.4 Depth of solution 
The depth of the implementation will be divided into steps.  

• The XML parsing 
• The compiling of XML into export format of AutoMod 

o Process system 
o Conveyer system 
o (Path mover system) 
o Static System 

• Creating dll wrapper 
• (Developing InstantPlanner & the Configura core) 
• Graphics exportation 
• Testing implementation 

The steps within brackets are not mandatory; they are desired but not depending on the 
thesis writer. For example of the graphics handling depends on the management issues of 
Configura Sverige AB and Brooks Automation, Inc and has to be dealt with accordingly. 

7.5 Exporting data 
The exportation of properties to the graphics will occur regardless of which 
implementation method that is chosen.  

7.5.1 Format 
The format chosen for the export of data from InstantPlanner is defined in XML in 
ASCII, which is preferred by the thesis writer of simplicity issues. The format is easy to 
understand and implement which makes it a good choice if an own parser and compiler 
have to be developed. 
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7.5.2 Template 
The XML-template 9 proposed is a correct description of an XML document10. It is 
however always extendable to newer versions. It includes all needed properties for every 
object described in the simulation tool. Its main purpose is to export all necessary 
information from InstantPlanner in a convenient format for the final conversion. The 
template is built up of different parts: 

7.5.2.1 General File Parameters 
This section describes what properties the main model contains, such as file properties, 
whether graphics is enabled and additional user defined parameters e.g. units of design. 

7.5.2.2 Process 
The process system defines the main system in AutoMod, which describes most parts of a 
simulatio n. The main system in AutoMod includes queues, loads, resources, variables, 
code and additional features. The process in the XML has support for queues, loads and 
resources. The queues are e.g. pallet racks and defined here with parameters as position, 
size, rotation, load types and comments. This section is mainly meant to cover the storage 
area of InstantPlanner, which means that it can also cover storage types like shelving. 
InstantPlanner is designed so that a pallet rack can include different amounts a nd types 
of storage. The XML-template is adjusted so that each pallet rack defines the different 
load types with the appropriate parameters it contains. 

7.5.2.3 Moving Systems 
The moving systems branch in the XML describes path movers, vehicles, conveyors and 
their belonging components.  
 
Since InstantPlanner provides the user with the ability to easily design conveyor systems. 
These designs are described in the template similarly as the pallet racks. The template 
includes sections that describe positions, types of conveyers, directions of flow and 
elevations. The conveyor components include checkpoints and photoeyes.  
 
The path mover is a new extension of InstantPlanner and has been implemented so that 
the plug- in can be of greater use. Path movers describe how vehicles can move within a 
system, on which paths and with what restrictions. The vehicles within InstantPlanner 
are extended with appropriate parameters e.g. speeds and accelerations. 

                                                 
9 See appendix, XML-template example 
10 The template is validated with the Microsoft’s XML-Validator, see references 
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8 Evaluation of methods and choice of solution 
This section describes the different paths that can be used for the implementation. 

8.1 General 
The given task at hand implies the need for a dedicated type of model communication 
between InstantPlanner and AutoMod. Model communications between different 
software systems can be done in a number of ways, however there are certain 
considerations that this thesis will take into regard, namely that the thesis is mainly 
written for Configura Sverige AB leading to the fact that AutoMod’s interests will not be 
handled to the same extent. AutoMod on the other hand may not care to Configuras 
wishes and therefore not collaborate to a satisfactory level. The communications between 
the companies can therefore influence the final result of the thesis.  
 
The model communications will mainly cover the topics; parsing and API11. There are 
different methods of solution. Three variants are described and evaluated here, namely: 

• Own compiler 
• API 
• Already developed software packages 

 
The methods here, mainly the API, require an interface on AutoMod’s side that allows 
third party applications to access functionality externally. As a result from this the 
method that would be of use in this thesis is therefore limited by the abilities that 
AutoMod has implemented.  

8.2 Own compiler 
This variant has two subtypes: 

• Static graphics 
• Dynamic graphics 

8.2.1 Functionality description 
This method has been evaluated because of its simplicity and independency from 
AutoMod and third parties. It includes the exportation of data from InstantPlanner, which 
then will be transformed into a specific file system for AutoMod. The exportation from 
InstantPlanner will be considered from two points of views, the graphics and the data. 
 
The graphics exportation will be considered from its format point of view, using existing 
exporting functions in InstantPlanner for this feature. The data format being the main 
information source for the simulation will be considered from its restrictions and 
development possibility points of view. 
 

                                                 
11 Application Program Interface 
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The method is a parsing and compiling solution that takes the output from 
InstantPlanner, reads it into a memory buffer and compiles the information from there to 
the specific format of AutoMod. 

8.2.1.1 Static graphics 
This method does nothing with the output graphics except for a possible conversion of 
the output graphics.  

8.2.1.2 Dynamic graphics 
This method requires the parsing and the dividing of the graphics that later includes the 
possible conversion of the output graphics. The dividing of graphics is divided by object 
type and then implemented in the AutoMod format, connected to each specific object.  

8.2.2 Inputs and outputs  
The graphics include the usage of an InstantPlanner already implemented functionality 
that exports graphics in either the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML or .wrl) or 
the FactoryCAD format (.dxf).  
 
The proposed data export format is XML and should include the properties of the XML-
Template, stated in section 7.5 Exporting data. The proposed input format for AutoMod is 
the ASCII export format, which is described in section 6.2.3.1 Export file format. 

8.2.3 Level of difficulty 
The data is in ASCII and eases the integration to a degree that will be helpful for the 
implementation steps necessary in InstantPlanner as well as the parsing of the output. 
The amount of work related to composing a parser is thought to be within the reasonable 
limits. 

8.2.3.1 Static graphics 
Since the graphics proposed in this method is static, it only demands the possible 
conversion of the exported fo rmat into one of the two accepted formats of AutoMod.  

8.2.3.2 Dynamic graphics 
The dynamic property makes this method of implementation more difficult than the static 
graphics type. The reason for this is that a different parser that can break down the 
exported graphics format into new files will inevitably have to be developed. These files 
include only one unique object from the previous file with all objects. The files will be in 
the same format as the main graphics file. Depending on the chosen exporting format of 
the graphics the parsing can be done with different methods and this is problematic for 
different reasons depending on the format. The next step of conversion is practically the 
same as the previous type, except for the fact that it will have to be done on each file 
produced.  
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8.2.4 Languages used in implementation 
The languages used in this implementation will be C, C++ and XML. There will also be a 
need to understand the formats of the chosen export to AutoMod. There can also be a 
necessity for a conversion of the graphics, which could implicate the comprehension of 
the graphics formats if another solution cannot be found.  

8.2.4.1 Dynamic graphics 
The exported graphic format will have to be learned, either FactoryCAD or VRML unless 
a third party parser can be implemented. 

8.2.5 Development possibilities 
The development possibility is an important issue in this project and is regarded as very 
good. The reason is that the library created for the AutoMod export easily could be 
exchanged and enhanced with additional export formats. The change of the proposed 
XML format can also be modified easily, only making it mandatory to change the 
specific details in the parsing library belonging to the export formats. The dynamic 
graphic type of this method is found to be a restriction regarding the development. The 
restriction is that it if AutoMod changes its formats or other similar changes occur, this 
feature becomes non- functioning. Another restriction is that this method will make the 
plug- in grow in size and memory use and decrease its speed.  

Figure 4 . Workflow with alternative: dynamical graphic implementation 
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8.2.6 Testing possibilities 
Since the method consists of an XML parser, compiler and additional required 
conversion features, the testing can only partly be done by machine. This leads to a part 
machine part man, whole system test. The parts that can take help from machines are the 
created methods that produce random designs in InstantPlanner plus the testing of the 
actual plug- in. These designs can later be compared in AutoMod, but with the restriction 
that these only be tested with what is possible to see by the human eye. 

8.2.6.1 Dynamic graphics 
The testing will have to divide the objects from the main graphic export file and test them 
individually for proof of correctness. Random generation and comparison of designs to 
the original designs can perform the test. 

8.2.7 Requirement of third party software  
Third party software can be necessary to implement if the output graphics is not 
compatible with a file format AutoMod can read automatically. The eventual software 
will be a conversion software package that fulfills the requirements of Configura Sverige 
AB. The conversion type will have to be of a type that includes possibilities of converting 
either FactoryCAD .dxf or VRML 1.0 .wrl to the Silicon Graphics open inventor format 
.iv or the VRML 2.0 .wrl format.  

8.2.7.1 Type of license 
The licenses of interest to Configura Sverige AB are licenses that do not prohibit them to 
attach the appropriate functions in upcoming versions of their product. The licenses 
should be a once pay solution that requires no further payments to the company that 
provides the converter. 

8.2.7.2 Cost  
The cost is bound to the budget of the thesis and will be covered by Configura Sverige 
AB. The decision however whether to use the product or not will be decided by Configura 
Sverige AB. 

8.2.7.3 Implicit dependencies 
The implicit dependencies that derive from third party software will be taken into account 
and is crucial to investigate. 

8.2.8 Considerations 
A consideration should be made regarding the graphics in this method. Depending on the 
output from InstantPlanner it may or may not imply the use of third party software. The 
third party application (conversion library) must fulfill the requirements of Configura 
Sverige AB; if this were not to be the case the graphics part of the thesis would be decided 
upon in a later stage. 

8.2.9 Conclusion 
The own compiler method is a strong and easy implementation method that has good 
development possibilities. The choice of using the static or dynamic graphic type method 
is depending on time of development and is a question for Configura Sverige AB. The 
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dynamic graphic choice is a stronger solution to the end-user but may present other 
restrictions that are harder to overcome, e.g. the breaking up of the graphics format, 
which can be complicated, and time demanding. This method also presents a 
complication, namely the finding of a possible graphic file conversion tool; this applies to 
both types and should be considered before a decision is made. The method of parsing 
XML is uncomplicated but requires a developed template. The output of XML from 
InstantPlanner is also easy to create with methods already implemented in the 
InstantPlanner’s core handling XML. This method is the least demanding method when 
it comes to dependencies of communication with Brooks Automation, Inc in the US. All 
steps required in the methods can be developed without assistance. 

8.3 API 
A notification should be given that AutoMod are in the stages of developing this feature 
and are not yet ready in giving a description of the model and its functionality.  

8.3.1 Functionality description 
This method is based upon third party application access to AutoMod; it requires the 
ability of exported functions from AutoMod to be externally accessible. The solution 
depends highly on what and how functions are exported from AutoMod. Considerations 
also have to be made regarding what adaptations that are required so InstantPlanner can 
use them. It will require two types of exported data types from InstantPlanner, data and 
graphics. The data file will describe the parameters of the graphics and the additional user 
defined properties of the design. The method will take the exported data and use it in the 
exported functions, creating an AutoMod format model. The same functionality covers 
the graphics file, but with the restriction that the whole file is used as an input parameter 
to appropriate AutoMod exported functions. The exported files are not to be dependent of 
AutoMod’s functionality, so that it can be applicable to future developments like other 
simulating tools. 

8.3.2 Inputs and outputs 
The outputs will be of two types, graphical and data. The data will be exported from 
InstantPlanner in XML format following the XML-template. It will include information 
about locations, sizes and other parameters that are essential to AutoMod’s exported 
functions.  
 
The Graphics depend on that the exported functions are in a format that AutoMod can 
import. The importable graphics appropriate for this method are the VRML and 
FactoryCAD. 

8.3.3 Level of difficulty 
The exportation of XML and the parsing of the XML output will not create difficulties. 
However the level of difficulty regarding the use of exported functions from AutoMod 
depends on the chosen method. 
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8.3.4 Languages used in implementation 
The language used is highly dependent on the method AutoMod chooses for its API. The 
languages used creating the exportation and parsing of XML are C/C++ and XML.  

8.3.5 Development possibilities 
This method presents great opportunities for future development. Only adapting for the 
changes made to AutoMods API in InstantPlanner. It also presents a better way of 
creating new external libraries for InstantPlanner, using the same information flow and 
structure, only replacing the external functions with new ones from the additional 
external software.  

8.3.6 Testing possibilities 
The XML parser can be tested partly by machine. The test will be a whole system test, 
meaning it tests the overall functionality. Methods can be written designing random 
functionality that can be exported to AutoMod. Since InstantPlanner uses the exported 
functionality of AutoMod, a majority of the functionality errors will be found 
automatically. The exported designs can later be compared in AutoMod, but with the 
restriction that these only be tested with what is possible to see by the human eye. 

8.3.7 Requirement of third party software 
Depending on the chosen solution of AutoMod it could require the usage of third party 
packages e.g. Microsoft’s DCOM or SAPgenie. The implemented solution will therefore 
have to be adapted accordingly, making a purchase of the software essential. If not all 
graphics importation functionality is exported, a third party graphics conversion could be 
necessary to implement. 

8.3.8 Considerations 
Before choosing this method it has to be realized that it is highly dependent on how 
AutoMod develops its software, how much and in which direction. The method can also 
be an additional cost depending on AutoMod’s chosen path, with regards to software 
choice. 

8.3.9 Overview 
The API method may be the best regarding future development, and with certain choices 
made by AutoMod it can be an economically profound choice. Another pro is that 
everything created by the exported functionality is something that only is dependant on 
AutoMod and therefore presumed correct. It does however produce a high level of 
uncertainty. The uncertainty lying in the fact that it is not yet developed and 
communications with AutoMod have lead to no hints in which direction they will head. 
As easily as the method can be a good economical choice, it can have the opposite affect, 
concerning the graphical format usability and the choice of API.   
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8.4 Software packages 
This method takes already finished solutions and uses them to perform the tasks required 
for integration.  The description of the different ways it can be done will be shorter than 
previous sections, depending on relevance to the final solution. The two solutions here 
are X-tract and Expat, two XML parsers that have been evaluated to investigate if an own 
compiler is necessary. 

8.4.1 Functionality description 

8.4.1.1 X-tract 
X-tract is an already compiled XML parser written for third party usage. The XML parser 
is used via an XMLScript language developed for this specific purpose. It converts XML 
documents into new data with the rules written in XMLScript. This method would be 
applicable instead of the first method, creating an own compiler. 

8.4.1.2 Expat 
Expat is an XML parser written in C. The parser can be downloaded either compiled or 
as source code. Expat is mentioned 12 as one of the world’s fastest XML parsers. It is a 
stream-oriented parser where you have to register handlers to use the output XML.  

8.4.2 Usage 

8.4.2.1 X-tract 
X-tract would be very useful, reducing the work of writing an own parser, but with the 
con of that Configura Sverige AB will be bound to the limits of the parser. The parser is 
also better for conversions of different XML documents, and might not be completely 
applicable to the export format of AutoMod. 

8.4.2.2 Expat 
Expat can be used similarly to X-tract, with the exception that the source code is included 
and written in C. The usage is easier to implement and with a greater possibility to 
modify any created data. 

8.4.3 Level of difficulty 
Both methods eliminate the use for developing an own XML parser. It is harder to see 
what difficulties will derive with these solutions. However if difficulties derive they will 
be harder to solve, due to no previous insight of the parsers. The effort in this method will 
lie in the understanding and the correct use of the packages. 

8.4.4 Development possibilities 
Both packages are easy to adapt to new updates. X-tract is however a project that is no 
longer updated, supported or further developed. Expat  is an open source project and 
comes with no guarantees. 

                                                 
12 Article, “Using Expat”, http://www.xml.com/pub/a/1999/09/expat/index.html 
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8.4.5 Testing possibilities 
The testing of the packages will be done in the same manner as the own compiler 
method, the difference lying in that it might be harder to correct errors in implemented 
packages. 

8.4.6 Considerations 

8.4.6.1 X-tract 
X-tract is no longer supported and is not free to use in commercial software. It must 
therefore be bought. An attempt in contacting the developers of X-tract has been made 
but with no success. 

8.4.6.2 Expat 
Expat is an open source project and therefore often updated daily. The usage of Expat is 
under an MIT13 license. The code that Configura Sverige AB would be using has no 
guarantees and makes Configura Sverige AB liable for all usage. The amount of time and 
effort to make sure it is not harmful is immense.  

8.4.7 Conclusion 

8.4.7.1 X-tract 
With non-existing communications with the developers, non-support and the chance of 
the package being faulty the usage of X-tract is not recommended.  

8.4.7.2 Expat 
This package is the more recommendable of the two. It is free to use without restrictions 
and comes as source code or precompiled. Being a fast XML parser it would not be the 
bottleneck concerning future performance. Expat  is written in the language C and could 
therefore be implemented into the Configura core without time-consuming adjustments. 
Expat being a well-developed XML parser includes more functionality than would be 
required in the future implementation. This means that it contains several thousand lines 
of code that are not wanted in the future product. The fact that it has an MIT license is 
something to be concerned about, giving no promises of functionality, support or 
otherwise. 

8.5 Analysis and Resolution 
This section discusses and describes the decisions that have been taken, defining the 
forthcoming implementation.  

8.5.1 Analysis  
The API was after a considerable amount of attempts to contacting AutoMod, disregarded 
as a feasible solution. AutoMod showed little or no interest in questions regarding the 
future development of the plug- in. The exportation of functionality was also not going to 
be provided until the next release of AutoMod, which was due in the middle of December 

                                                 
13 See appendix for information about the MIT license 
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2004. These two factors were decisive in the regard of discussing it further. The method 
was however, other than the two previous reasons, a solution that could be applicable in 
the forth-coming future.  
 
When discussing XML-parsers Configura Sverige AB was proposed to either have a 
solution purchased or developed. The importing of externally developed functionalities 
choice either had cost or liability issues, which had to be regarded to developing them 
self handedly. Another discussion brought up, was, what actually was necessary to be 
included in an XML-parser. The functionality offered by Expat was more than needed, 
the plug- in only having use of a simple parser. The choice would also bring with it a need 
of learning and studying the language in which it was written and additionally the 
language of future development. Therefore with additional regards to risk in using third 
party libraries, it was recommended that an own parser be developed.  
A table14 of assessment was developed for Configura Sverige AB, bringing forth the 
issues in form of a recommendation.  

8.5.2 Resolution 
The previous methods proposed were presented to Configura Sverige AB, namely Niclas 
Tilly and Nicklas Dagersten. The presentation was followed by a mutual decision which 
method to use. Chosen method: Own compiler, static graphics  
 
The method was chosen with the motivation that it was an economically profound choice 
that also left the implementer with a high degree of freedom concerning the future path of 
development.  
 
The 3D graphics were also discussed in further detail, if and how to implement a third 
party converter. This was however dismissed with the motivation that AutoMod is in the 
process of developing a new version of its software and might include third party access 
to its own converter. Additionally the possibility of using a future implementation from 
LightWorks was also discussed, presenting the conclusion of waiting for upcoming 
versions. The method could however use a converter in the future depending on future 
development. 

                                                 
14 See appendix, Table: Assessment and recommendation 
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9 Features of implementation 
This section describes the different implementations done in the plug- in, InstantPlanner, 
the Configura Sverige AB core and the feature issues that have derived. 

9.1 General 

9.1.1 Generic implementation 
Configura Sverige AB had wished for a generic implementation. This means that the 
solution should not be statically implemented for the various InstantPlanner objects. A 
generic solution would supply convenient development possibilities e.g. that 
InstantPlanner could implement new items/objects only having to define them in the 
InstantPlanner core. 

9.1.2 XML 

9.1.2.1 Default features 
For default features see section 7.5. 

9.1.2.2 Backup/Default template 
A backup/default template was created in case of missing values in the exported XML 
from InstantPlanner. The template includes all default values that could be predefined 
e.g. units, shapes, colors etc. The template was also created so that it could be changed 
from InstantPlanner so the user could define its own default values and then 
automatically use the defined defaults. The template serves as aid when the conversion of 
the exported XML-file takes place. This does however require that InstantPlanner has 
got restrictions of what the user can change and to specific value types. 

9.2 InstantPlanner 
InstantPlanner has been enhanced in certain areas so that the plug- in can have full 
functionality. The following topics are certain areas of implementation within 
InstantPlanner: 
 
An expansion of InstantPlanner, implements new functionality to supply AutoMod with 
complementary model information. 

• A user interface has been implemented so that the user can change properties, 
export and change defaults in an easy manner. 

 
Graphics are exported automatically if the user wants to, with the correct coordinate 
transformation of exported 3D. 

• File handling is implemented so that it automatically checks where AutoMod is 
installed and uses this directory as the export default. 

 
A dll wrapper is created and is described further in section dynamically loaded dll 7.1.2. 
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9.2.1.1 Specifics of enhancements 
Path movers Path movers have been added so that paths can be drawn, on which 

vehicles can travel throughout the model. 
Checkpoints Checkpoints have been impleme nted so that the user can chose 

where the vehicles on the paths movers could stop, start, load and 
unload. These checkpoints are quasi- intelligent, finding possible 
positions of docking near the pallet racks. 

Layers  The possibility of defining different rooms for objects are 
implemented, so that a conversion creates new files and systems 
for different rooms. 

CAD  CAD graphics are exported as a whole system and in the different 
rooms that exist.  

Resources Resources have been added to InstantPlanner with different shapes 
as representations.  

 

Figure 5 . Pallet racks with additional conveyors and docked path movers 
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9.2.2 Demo / prototype versions 
A demo version of the plug-in was supplied on January 7, 2005. The plug- in includes 
basic functionality such as pallet rack, conveyor conversion. It contains a simple UI 15, 
starting the created simulation model automatically. Its purpose is to give Configura 
Sverige AB a new edge at the ProMat exhibition in Chicago, United States of America. 
 
A prototype version of the plug- in was supplied to AutoMod February 4, 2005. The plug-
in contains all functionalities of the demo version and additional UI instances, path 
movers and checkpoints. With the purpose of receiving customer input of future / present 
implementations but also with the attempt of building relations for a future product 
launch. 
 
On February 16, 2005, a demo was given on telephone/WebEx16 meeting with Brooks 
Automation, Inc. This demo included a further developed demo created solely for this 
purpose. The meeting led to further discussions between both parties but without a final 
decision of future developments as result. Further discussions will however be held in the 
future. 

9.3 AutoMod 
The features of what the plug- in can convert into AutoMod model files are from the 
process system, queues, loads, resources and their respective types. All features from 
Moving systems are supplied. These include conveyors, path movers, vehicles, 
photoeyes, motors, load lists and their respective types. The properties of these system 
parts are exported to AutoMod they include process times, shapes, colors and user 
specific inputs. 

9.4 Configura core 
The Cofigura core is the core that all Configura Sverige AB products are based upon. 
Small additions and changes have been made to the Configura core.These include 
additional functionalities of the CAD exportation. Other areas of implementation features 
within the core are data types and structures for future development and use of the plug-
in in other Configura Sverige AB products. 

                                                 
15 User Interface 
16 A web based meeting, all attendees of the meeting, can see what the holder of the meeting is doing on the 
screen, with additional chat functionalities. 
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10 Discussion 
The following section presents the conclusion, future considerations and a retrospect of 
the thesis work. 

10.1 Conclusion 
In this thesis work an implementation, integrating two software applications, is presented. 
The plug- in is aimed as a prototype and a future platform for continued work within the 
area of integrating Configura Sverige AB products with AutoMod.  
 
In conclusion it has been proven that an integration between the two applications is 
possible and with great possibilities for future development. The chosen method of 
implementation is one of many possible paths to take but with the properties of low costs 
and a high degree of flexibility, it was considered the most suitable.  
 
It has also been made clear that for a future development to be successful, a market 
analysis is necessary. An analysis defining the markets need for the product, the time 
demanding phases of simulation and the error prone communications between sellers and 
simulators. 
 
Using the Configura Sverige AB’s GUI17 for designing simulation models, saves time and 
reduces the costs of expensive simulator consultants doing redundant work. It also 
diminishes communications errors that can occur between people. 
 
A product based on the prototype can be used within two industries. Firstly if deve loped 
in accordance with AutoMod it could be used as a new interface for simulators when 
designing the graphical parts of models. Secondly it can also provide the industry 
planning selling industries with time and cost reductions, making the seller do parts of the 
simulators work.  

10.2 Future development 
The development possibilities within the plug- in are practically limitless. The 
development fields are only limited by the innovation of the developer and the simulation 
abilities of AutoMod. There are mainly two fields of development, the field of generic 
simulation and the customer specific simulation. 

10.2.1 Generic 
The generic solution is great for InstantPlanner, being a generic product. With the 
present product, most of the included specifics of InstantPlanner are implemented. If 
however InstantPlanner were to be developed in the fields of pipes, trucks or AS/RS 18 
etc the plug- in could easily be developed in the same way the prototype has been 

                                                 
17 Graphical User Interface 
18 Automatic Storage and Retrieval System 
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constructed. The following sections about developments are ideas from the continued 
work with the thesis and interviews 19. 

10.2.1.1 Generic code writing 
Generic code writing can and should be revised if a development is prone. With generic 
code writing, the plug-in can construct a model with lesser involvement of the simulators. 
This is an important feature since simulators today are an expensive and time-consuming 
part of the construction of a simulation model. It should however be revised that generic 
code writing is a complicated task, and therefore an exhausting implementation may not 
be economically sound. A recommendation for future development is however advised 
with a simple generic code-writing model as a proposal. 

10.2.1.2 User message system 
InstantPlanner can however be developed in other ways, namely diminishing the 
information chain between the simulator and the seller. At present time, the seller designs 
a system, sends the design to the simulator. They then talk to each other and the simulator 
constructs the simulation model after the sellers wishes.  With the plug- in, the seller 
today only has to tell the simulator about the specifics of the model that can be important 
when programming the exported model. If however the seller could define these specifics 
in the model, the chain of information would include all information needed for the 
simulator to construct the model. The automation of the whole production chain can 
increase speed and eliminate the possible errors when communication is an important 
step. The message system should be developed in collaboration with simulators so that 
the information needed for a complete simulation is implemented.  

10.2.2 Specific 
A customer specific development is a field that has a high-level utilization and 
profitability. The plug-in then has to be implemented into the Configura Sverige AB 
product and adjusted to the customer specific products within the system. Having the 
plug- in as a starting point for the development can decrease the time needed for such an 
implementation immensely saving both Configura Sverige AB and the customer time and 
money. A customer specific solution can be implemented on industry, storage and 
transportation planning.  

10.3 Thesis retrospect 
With the thesis at its end, a retrospect of the decisions and results has been revised so that 
future development and future work of similar so rt can use the thesis as assistance when 
comparable issues derive.  

10.3.1 Hindsight issues 
A thesis of this kind has several issues that are of high importance when a future 
development is prone. These issues are important since they influence how effective and 
strong the solution is and can be. In this thesis, the issues that have been of major 

                                                 
19 see Appendix 4. Meeting with Fredrik Henriksson 
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importance are the implementation method, data structures and conversion rules of 
InstantPlanner to AutoMod. They have all been covered throughout the implementation 
and do cover all the requirements of Configuras wishes. However, in retrospect it is of 
the author’s opinion that a pre-study could have been done to discover the weight of these 
issues with regard to the thesis as a whole. 
 
Another issue that could have helped with the implementation and an understanding of 
the thesis is a better knowledge of AutoMod. The knowledge is of high importance, with 
regards to that all the underlying conversions in the implementation depend on it. A 
recommendation is therefore made that if time can be spared, a deeper learning of the 
program should be included. This learning would have greater affect if under the study an 
interview series could be held with simulators pointing out the facts of importance, and 
giving insight into the simulators work.  
 
The communications between the two companies of implementation is of high 
importance. These communications have been at a level that cannot be accepted in a 
future development of the product. A great effort has been made to involve Brooks 
Automation, Inc, unfortunately without progress at present. With hindsight the 
communications are an issue that have not been influentable by the author, but a 
recommendation is made to discuss and handle the possible issue of none 
communications. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1. Communication with “Lightworks” 
This letter was received from Mr Mark Fuller, mark.fuller@lightworkdesign.com, 2004-
11-15. 
 
“Dear Ola, 
 
Thank you for your further response to call 21606. 
 
Unfortunately we are overloaded with other high-priority issues at present, 
so it may be some time before we can respond to your queries in full. 
 
I can advise that although support for VRML 2.0 is logged on our enhancement 
request list, we have no plans to add it in the foreseeable future. 
 
There are no flags to limit the size of VRML files exported from LightWorks. 
You can find details of the options available when exporting VRML in Section 
2 of the LightWorks 7.4 "3D Export" manual. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Mark Fuller 
 
email: support@lightworkdesign.com 
support web site:   http://www.lightworks-support.com” 
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Appendix 2. MIT license 
The license below is the quoted20 and follows all software bound by the license. 
 
“MIT License 
Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>  
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this 
software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software 
without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, 
publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to 
whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:  
 
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or 
substantial portions of the Software.  
 
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT 
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING 
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR 
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. “ 
 

                                                 
20 http://www.paleodb.org/paleosource/licenses/mit.html 
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Appendix 3. Assessment and recommendation 
All numbers are an estimation of the thesis authors’ opinions based on the evaluation of 
the different methods with respect to difficulty and cost. The table is therefore only used 
as graphical presentation aid to help express the authors’ opinions in presenting them to 
Configura Sverige AB. All unknowns are replaced with a question mark and are regarded 
as a zero.  
 
Help:  The amount of help available through forums and communities etc. 
Documentation: How well the documentation is written and developed. 
Cost:  The cost 
Development: Future development possibilities  
Liability: How big the liability issues are, depending on what Configura Sverige 
 AB can test by it self. 
Dependencies: If the method implies dependencies that could affect future 

implementation. It takes regards to if methods can be used without 
contacting relevant manufactories. 

Language: How easy the language of implementation is to learn. C and C++ are 
considered easy because they are apart of the Configura core and will 
have to be learned either way.  

Compatibility: The compatibility between the core and the method, with regards to 
language and the ease of implementing it. 

 
XML parsers 
Table 5. Comparison of XML parsers 

 
 
 
 
 

  Own Expat X-tract  

Help 10 7 0 

Documentation 0 4 8 
Cost  10 10 ? 
Development 10 4 3 
Liability 5 3 3 
Dependencies 10 4 4 
TOTAL 45 32 18 
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Methods 
Table 6. Comparison of methods  

 

  API 
Own 
parser 

Purchased parser 
( Expat / X-tract  ) 

Help 8 10 7 / 0 

Documentation ? 0 4 / 8 

Language 10 10 0 / ? 
Compatibility ? 10 10 / 4 
Cost  ? 10 10 / ? 
Dependencies 0 10 4 / 4 
Total 18 50 35 / 16 
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Appendix 4. Meeting with Fredrik Henriksson 
 
The meeting took place the 22nd December 2004 at XDIN, Gothenburg. The participants 
were Fredrik Henriksson and Ola Wahlsröm.  
 
Introduction of participants with companies 
The meeting was opened with a brief introduction of the participants with a 
complementary brief walkthrough of the two companies involved. 
 
Demonstration of plug-in 
The demonstration was given showing off the basic functionality of the existing plug- in. 
The version showed was an early prototype, but additional functionality was described: 

• Pallet racks 
• Conveyers 
• Loads 
• Future implementations 

The demonstration also included a short introduction of InstantPlanner. 
 
Discussions 
Used solutions  
The solutions that were discussed were the topics of correct interpretation of 
InstantPlanner models and correct transformation into AutoMod models. If and how the 
interpretations were correctly assumed and deducted from the models was a question of 
what the simulation was aimed for. Fredrik was pleased with the appearance of the 
exported model into AutoMod and concluded that there were valuable pieces that could 
come to use within certain industries.  
 
The solution of the pallet racks was followed by a brief explanation by Fredrik that the 
complexity might have a negative character when simulating greater models, where the 
storage is of no greater interest. This situation mainly occurs when simulating whole 
warehouses, calculating where and how the flows work through the complete system.  
 
The solution of how the conveyors and others where conducted where not discussed in 
greater detail, with the reason of satisfaction with current situation.  
  
The discussion progressed with what functionalities were of interest to export and what to 
leave out. The plug- in was developed as to have as little restrictions as possible, but 
Fredrik was of the meaning that the end users who are mainly sellers should not be 
involved with all details that a simulation can include. Coming to a mutual conclusion 
that the plug-in is created to save time on both the sellers and simulators behalf, which 
implies that it has to be kept simple with little parameters to define.  
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When Fredrik then was presented with the solution of having different modes in the plug-
in depending on the complexity the user wants, he disregarded it saying it could just as 
easily be done within AutoMod, saving little or no time at all. 
 
Fields of use 
The conclusion was that the current solution was applicable to the business of 
storage/warehouse simulations that need in depth analysis of the flows and parameters of 
the model. It was also suitable for sellers that use simulations for quick selling strategies, 
so that customers easily can see how a designed storage/warehouse would move in real 
life. Fredrik announced “great use” of the plug- in for these sellers, with the money that 
was savable in terms of reduced outsourcing costs to simulation companies currently 
processing the related simulations.  
 
Fredrik did not see any use in the simulation models that were of great sizes and 
measuring more generally the parameters of the whole warehouse. He explained it by 
saying that normally in these types of simulation pallet racks etc were normally only 
described as one or two queues not as with the plug- in that describes them as an array of 
queues for each type of pallet rack. Thereby explaining that the model that the plug- in 
produces is far more complex than is needed in certain types of simulations. 
 
Fredrik also explained that simulators today at XDIN work with the graphical issues of 
the simulation approximately one week within greater and smaller simulations. With the 
plug- in as primarily a graphical tool we found that the use would be more applicable 
within these industries. This matter should however be discussed further, in view of the 
fact that greater simulations also can include complexity that the plug- in produces which 
would be of great time and money saving issues. 
 
The plug- in saves a higher percentage of time within smaller simulations than lengthy 
models according to Fredrik. He also stated a timesaving estimation of 40 – 60 % within 
smaller simulations and mentioning that a simulator consultant debits up to 400$ US per 
hour.  
 
Future development 
Future development for the plug-in is highly dependent on which market the product is 
aimed for. With the market that Fredrik and I have discussed the plug- in has already got a 
majority of what can be useful. However the discussion left some topics for development, 
namely: 

• A message system from seller to simulator 
• Conclusions of path movers and their relations to pallet racks/shelving 
• Generic code generation for simple simulations 

 
General 
Fredrik also expressed that XDIN might be interested in developing an agreement with 
Configura Sverige AB. This agreement could make XDIN a seller of InstantPlanner, with 
the condition that Configura Sverige AB recommends XDIN as a fast, cheap and suitable 
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solution who work with the output of the plug- in. Since I did not have any rights to 
discuss these matters further notes where taken and passed on so that a discussion could 
follow later on. 
 
Possible companies of interest 
The industries of interest that could have use for this plug-in are mainly smaller 
companies that sell their own pallet rack/shelving solutions, companies that sell conveyor 
systems and sellers of vehicles of types forklift and such.  
 
Some exampled of companies given by Fredrik are: 
Companies within the pallet rack and shelving industry: 
Moving, Skåne, Sweden, http://www.moving.se 
SSI-Schäfer, Stockholm, Sweden, http://www.ssi-schaefer.se/ 
 
Companies within the conveyor industry: 
Univeyor, Denmark, http://www.univeyor.dk/ 
Transnorm, US, http://transnorm.com 
Hjortconvyor, Sweden, http://www.hjortconveyor.se/ 
Cisco-Eagle, US, http://www.cisco-eagle.com/ 
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Appendix 5. Naming example of checkpoints 
Following is an example of how naming is done from InstantPlanner and the plug-in. 

 

The checkpoints in the above example have the names CP1_PR__1_NR_1 and 
CP1_PR__1_NR_2. The names are derived from the pallet rack to which they are meant 
to dock to, how many checkpoints the pallet rack is connected to, how many checkpoints 
there are on the path it lies upon. 
CP# = checkpoint, # the sequence number of the checkpoint on the path 
PR# = name of pallet rack, # pallet rack array number in AutoMod 
NR# = the sequence number of the checkpoint on the pallet rack. 
 
The naming is of great importance in AutoMod, especially when the user that drew the 
model is different from person using the simulator model. With logical naming, the 
communications can be held at a minimum and is easy to use. Since the checkpoints from 
InstantPlanner are placed after searching for pallet racks that vehicles can dock to, it is 
essential that the names be based upon the pallet rack in question. 

Figure 6. AutoMod screen dump with exported named checkpoints 
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Appendix 6. XML-template example 
Following is a piece out of the XML-template constructed for the exportation of data 
from InstantPlanner to the plug- in. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1" ?> 
<!-- XML Export Template for InstantPlanner ver 2.0--> 
<InstantPlannerAutomodExport> 
    <General_File_Parameters> 
 <!-- File Parameters --> 
 <FileProperties> 
     <FileName></FileName> 
     <Location></Location> 
 </FileProperties> 
 <Units> 
     <Length></Length> 
     <Time></Time> 
 </Units> 
 <Graphics> 
     <Enabled></Enabled> 
 </Graphics> 
    </General_File_Parameters> 
    <MovingSystems> 
 <PathMovers> 
     <RoomKey></RoomKey> 
     <PathMoverDefaults> 
  <DistanceUnits></DistanceUnits> 
  <TimeUnits></TimeUnits> 
  <EnrouteLimit></EnrouteLimit> 
  <AlternateTimeOut> 
      <Time></Time> 
      <TimeUnits></TimeUnits> 
  </AlternateTimeOut> 
  <ControlPointCapacity></ControlPointCapacity> 
  <ControlPointRelease> 
      <Time></Time> 
      <TimeUnits></TimeUnits> 
  </ControlPointRelease> 
  <MinRotAng></MinRotAng> 
  <MaxRotAng></MaxRotAng> 
  <NormPathSpeedLim></NormPathSpeedLim> 
  <CurvePathSpeedLim></CurvePathSpeedLim> 
  <SpurPathSpeedLim></SpurPathSpeedLim> 
  <CrabPathSpeedLim></CrabPathSpeedLim> 
  <AlternateType></AlternateType> 
  <Accumulate></Accumulate> 
  <ClaimBlock></ClaimBlock> 
  <ReleaseBlock></ReleaseBlock> 
  <NoClaimNext></NoClaimNext> 
     </PathMoverDefaults> 
     <Paths> 
  <Path> 
      <Name></Name> 
      <Type></Type> 
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      <Direction></Direction> 
      <VehTravel></VehTravel> 
      <VehNav></VehNav> 
      <SpeedLim> 
   <Value></Value> 
   <Xtra></Xtra> 
      </SpeedLim> 
      <Position> 
   <BegX></BegX> 
   <BegY></BegY> 
   <BegZ></BegZ> 
   <EndX></EndX> 
   <EndY></EndY> 
   <EndZ></EndZ> 
      </Position> 
      <Arc> 
   <Angle></Angle> 
   <CenterX></CenterX> 
   <CenterY></CenterY> 
   <CenterZ></CenterZ> 
      </Arc> 
  </Path> 
     </Paths> 
     <CheckPoints> 
  <CheckPoint> 
      <CPName></CPName> 
      <OnPath></OnPath> 
      <DistanceFromStart></DistanceFromStart> 
  </CheckPoint> 
     </CheckPoints> 
 </PathMovers> 
    </MovingSystems> 
</InstantPlannerAutomodExport> 
 


